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We demonstrate and discuss a simple scheme that significantly enhances the detectivity of THz

electro-optical sampling by introducing a sequence of Brewster windows that increases the ellip-

ticity of the probe beam. By varying the window material or the number of Brewster windows, the

enhancement factor can be adjusted; we demonstrate an enhancement factor of ≈20 with four ZnSe

Brewster windows. The scheme is particularly useful when very small THz fields are to be measured

in connection with low-repetition rate amplified Ti:S laser systems. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862657]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a tremendous develop-

ment in single cycle THz pulses produced from femtosecond

lasers1–4 with applications, for example, in imaging,5–7 in the

non-destructive detection of explosives,8 as well as in other

fields of spectroscopy.9, 10 In time-domain THz spectroscopy,

one often uses the generated single cycle THz pulses only as

bright light source with coherent detection, but one does not

make explicit use of the fact that it is also a short pulse. Op-

tical pump-THz-probe experiments, on the other hand, do so

and have been applied to study, e.g., phonon dynamics,11, 12

ultrafast carrier dynamics in various materials,13–19 other ex-

citations in strongly correlated materials,20, 21 as well as low

frequency vibrational dynamics in molecular liquids.10, 22, 23

Most time-resolved THz setups use light from a laser oscil-

lator for THz generation and detection, where the high rep-

etition rate and high stability of the laser help tremendously

to achieve very good signal-to-noise ratios. But as the field

moves towards nonlinear THz experiments and optical-pump-

THz-probe experiments, higher laser powers are needed that

call for amplified laser systems with much lower repetition

rates. At the same time, the emitted THz fields originating

from a nonlinear interaction might be very weak. On the other

hand, too much of single pulse energy is available from am-

plified laser systems as probing light for electro-optical sam-

pling that would saturate any detector. Here, we describe a

scheme that makes use of the extra amount of single pulse en-

ergy and thereby enhances the THz detectivity by a significant

factor ≈20.

II. RESULTS

We used a typical optical-pump-THz-probe experimen-

tal setup24 based on an amplified Ti:S laser system, but for

the purpose of this discussion, only the THz-detection part is

relevant, which used a 0.1 mm GaP [110] crystal for electro-

optic sampling (see Fig. 1). A THz field at the detection

crystal renders it birefringent with an optical axis 45◦ to

the laser polarization. An initially s-polarized 800 nm probe

beam will thus become elliptically polarized with a small p-

polarization component. In a standard electro-optic sampling

scheme,4 the light would then be passed through a quarter

wave plate, which results in a distorted circular polarized

beam, and then through a Wollaston polarizer, which sepa-

rates p- and s-polarization components whose difference is

measured by two balanced photo diodes. The p-polarization

component after the detection crystal is proportional to the

THz-field and the rotation sense of the elliptically polarized

reflects the sign of the THz field, but the ellipticity can be very

small, depending on the strength of the THz field. Therefore,

in order to reduce the large s-polarization component, the

beam is first passed through a set of four Brewster windows

before the Wollaston polarizer in our implementation (see

Fig. 1). These Brewster windows (ideally) transmit 100% of

the p-polarization component, but reflect a certain fraction

of the s-polarization component, thus increasing the elliptic-

ity of the beam and, in a relative sense, the p-polarization

component.

The Brewster windows have a small wedge of 1◦ to avoid

that multiply reflected beams hit the detector. This wedge

causes a deflection dθ of the beam of dθ ≈ (n2 − 1)α ≈ 5◦

(where α is wedge angle and n is the index of refraction).

Since it is critical for the overall performance of the setup

that every ZnSe surface is hit at the Brewster angle as closely

as possible, the tilt of second and third Brewster windows

is corrected for that deflection angle (see Fig. 1). The over-

all transmission through the four Brewster window setup was

measured to be t = 0.24%, which perfectly matches the ex-

pected value for the index of refraction of n = 2.52 for ZnSe at

800 nm with a Brewster angle of 68◦.

Fig. 2 shows the THz pulses measured with (red line)

and without (blue line) Brewster windows by scanning the

800 nm probe pulse relative to the THz pulse. In these two

experiments, the amount of light at the two photodiodes of

the balanced detection was kept the same with the help of ad-

ditional attenuators in front of the balanced detection, which

compensated the effect of the Brewster windows in the mea-

surement without them. Comparing both measurements, we

obtain an enhancement factor of ≈18 (Fig. 2, blue dots).

III. DISCUSSION

To describe the polarization states at the various positions

in the setup, we use the Jones matrix formalism. We start from
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FIG. 1. Electro-optical sampling setup with four Brewster windows in order to increase the ellipticity of the probe beam. The bottom row shows the polarization

states at various positions along the beam path.

linearly s-polarized probe light:

pin =
(

1

0

)

. (1)

The detection crystal acts as a phase retarder with small retar-

dation φ, that is proportional to the THz field:

C =
1

2

(

eiφ + e−iφ eiφ − e−iφ

eiφ − e−iφ eiφ + e−iφ

)

. (2)

The Brewster windows reduce the s-polarization component

by a field attenuation factor a while it fully transmits the p-

polarization component:

B =
(

a 0

0 1

)

, (3)

and the quarter-wave plate is described as

Q =
1

√
2

(

1 i

i 1

)

. (4)
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FIG. 2. THz pulses measured with (red) and without (blue) Brewster win-

dows. The amount of light at the two photodiodes of the balanced detection

was the same in both measurements. The blue line shows the raw data without

Brewster windows, the blue dots the data up-scaled by a factor 18.

The final polarization state thus becomes

p = Q.B.C.pin =
1

√
2

(

a cos φ − sin φ

i(a cos φ + sin φ)

)

. (5)

The balance detection measures the difference in intensity of

the s- and p-polarization components, which we normalize to

the total amount of light on the two detectors:

S =
|ps |2 − |pp|2

|ps |2 + |pp|2
≈

2φ

a
, (6)

where the last step is valid for φ ≪ a. We see that the rela-

tive signal is enhanced by a factor 1/a = 1/
√

t (where t is the

corresponding intensity attenuation factor). For the concrete

situation in our experiment, we would expect an enhancement

factor of ≈20; slightly higher than the experimental value of

≈18. We attribute the small deviation from the theoretical

value to the fact that we do not hit all surfaces of the Brew-

ster windows with perfectly the Brewster angle due small to

misalignments and the wedges of the Brewster windows.

With the choice of the window material and the number

of Brewster windows, one can adjust the enhancement factor.

Four ZnSe windows turned out to be a good compromise be-

tween enhancement factor on the one hand, and the available

probe pulse energies in connection with the saturation limit of

the photo diodes on the other hand. The maximum enhance-

ment factor is also limited by the condition φ ≪ a (Eq. (6));

if a is set too small, the signal no longer scales linearly with

THz-field. In the limit of a = 0, when only the p-polarization

component is transmitted, one could in fact no longer distin-

guish the signs of the THz field and only the absolute-square

of the THz field would be detected.

One may think of the sequence of Brewster windows as

a polarizer with an extinction ratio of 1:2.4 × 10−3. Before

implementing these Brewster windows, we tested a combina-

tion of two film-polarizers with a comparable extinction ratio

of 1:10−3 (other types of polarizers tend to have a too large

extinction ratio). However, the enhancement factor was only

≈6, significantly smaller than the theoretical value 1/
√

t , pre-

sumably since the small amount of transmitted s-polarization

is no longer in a clean polarization state afterwards.
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In conclusion, we have introduced and discussed a sim-

ple scheme that significantly enhances the detectivity of THz

electro-optical sampling. The scheme is particularly useful

when very small THz fields are to be measured in connec-

tion with low-repetition rate amplified Ti:S laser systems. For

example, the 2D-Raman-THZ experiments of Ref. 24 would

not have been possible without that enhancement of the THz

detectivity.
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